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And the population was growing explosively,

original square mile and the Westminster pre-

hero of the Soviet Union. Within five years,

rising from 700,000 in 1939 to 4.6 million in

cinct, or New York with Wall Street and Mid-

Nikpay would be dead, executed during Kho-

1975. It is now home to 12 million people.

town. Tehran’s mayor set about implementing

meini’s bloody settling of accounts.

Whether he was aware of it or not, the strat-

the plan. Contracts to build the infrastructure

Haussmann’s Paris, it was constantly

egy for the new government center Llewelyn-

were let. A French company started tunneling

repeated, was the source for the reconstruction

Davies was working on closely reflected the

for the metro system. And each of the planned

of Tehran. Llewelyn-Davies himself claimed,

underlying realities of Iranian politics. The big-

institutions was designed in detail.

with what in retrospect sounds like a stunningly

gest threat to the shah was not the Iranian

One of the biggest architectural com-

blinkered understanding of the closing years of

Communist Party but the Islamic priesthood,

petitions of the 1970s was launched to find

the shah’s reign, that “since Iran is in a period

whose power base in Tehran was to the south

a design for the library. The ethics of enter-

of national resurgence, it is only natural that

of the city, in and around the bazaar. The plan

ing were a hotly debated issue among liberal-

the capital should become such a monumen-

accentuated the divide between a Western-

minded architects. By this time the streets of

tal expression of national pride. A similar spirit

ized, affluent, northern city and an ancient city

Western capitals were constantly full of demon-

of ascendancy as in the time of Napoleon III.”

of narrow lanes, courtyard houses, mosques,

strations by Iranian exiles and dissidents, pro-

He later suggested that, “So long as the shah

and bazaars that was slipping out of the state’s

testing against what they described as the fas-

still ruled, tight central control over the final

control. The relationship between the two took

cist regime of the shah and his sinister secret

form was expected and feasible. Baron Hauss-

on the nature of an occupation by a colonial

police, the SAVAK. But it did not deter more

mann was luckier than we were; Napoleon III

power, with a division as sharp as that between

than 700 submissions. Participants could see

survived just long enough to see his city built,

the European and Algerian sections of Algiers.

only the obvious enthusiasm for contemporary

but the shah did not.”

But what preoccupied Llewelyn-Davies’s team

design of the shah’s wife, with two years of a

In the event, of course, the shah had

was the illusory attempt to devise a plan that

Parisian architectural education to her credit

packed his bags for exile, leaving his airports,

could provide what they called a tangible image

before she married. She had already commis-

his armed forces, and his infrastructure to the

of the city for the future, one with which the pop-

sioned Hans Hollein and James Stirling to work

ayatollahs. Even before the Islamic Repub-

ulation could identify.

in Tehran — in those days two of architecture’s

lic of Iran closed the shah’s art galleries and

most radical talents.

abandoned the plan for the library, the mob had

In his submission to the shah, Llewelyn-Davies ringingly declared, “A worldwide

The result of the master-plan team’s

swarmed over the site of the square, ransack-

image must be created where Tehran is known

work was boiled down to a two-volume pri-

ing the pavilion in which a huge model of the

as the finest city of the Middle East.” He con-

vately published book. They were numbered,

new city had been on show. It had been flown

ceded, however, that “We have given as much

and came in a maroon slip-case. It was writ-

from London in 1977 on a special flight. Teh-

emphasis to developing an aesthetic and sym-

ten primarily by Robertson, who was to go on

ran’s dispossessed destroyed it in moments

bolic base for Shahestan Pahlavi, as we have

to help design Disney’s attempt at themed liv-

and went on to try and dig up the gold foun-

to setting land uses and housing densities.”

ing, the company’s own town of Celebration.

dation stone that the shah had laid four years

The core of Llewelyn-Davies’s plan was the

The title page proclaims that “this master plan

earlier. Not long after, the ayatollahs gleefully

creation of a gigantic urban square, a landmark

for Shahestan Pahlavi has drawn inspiration

dynamited Reza Khan’s tomb. After the hiatus

that would have given Tehran a public space, to

from the country, customs, and people of Iran,

of the revolutionary years, the Chinese eventu-

be known as Shah and Nation Square, which

and most particularly from its great building tra-

ally finished the metro system. But the square,

would eclipse anything in Europe and would be

dition. It is dedicated most respectfully to His

the library, and the new city disappeared, swal-

matched in size only by Tiananmen Square in

Imperial Majesty, the Shahanshah, the guard-

lowed up in the explosive growth of Tehran.

Beijing. The planners called it a national cen-

ian of that tradition.” It’s a theme that the book

ter for the 20th century, and compared its pro-

warms to: “No great city has been realized with-

portions and the arcades that lined it to Isfahan

out the support of strong men.”

Deyan Sudjic is a British writer, curator, and

According to its designers, “this is not

the director of the Design Museum, London.

Around it would be ranged the key

just another large capital city; it has an oppor-

He is the author of numerous books on design

institutions of a modern Iran. The prime min-

tunity for greatness.” It was a pitch that was

and architecture, including The Language of

ister’s office would go on the western side.

aimed directly at the vanity of the man who

Things (Allen Lane, 2008), Norman Foster: A

Kenzo Tange won a competition to build city

was paying for it all. He is pictured on the title

Life in Architecture (Orion, 2010), Shiro Kura-

hall on the northern side, next to the minis-

page, in a dapper needle-cord suit and silk tie

mata (Phaidon, 2013), and B is for Bauhaus

try for foreign affairs, a hotel, and a theater.

from Yves Saint Laurent, standing over a con-

(Particular Books, 2014). The preceding text

Facing them would be the national museum,

crete tube onto which a block and tackle has

is a chapter from Sudjic’s seminal book The

the handicrafts museum, the carpet museum,

been maneuvered. Helping the shah bury the

Edifice Complex: How the Rich and Powerful

and the Pahlavi Library. Robertson and Llewe-

solid gold plaque marking the inauguration of

Shape the World (published by Penguin, text

lyn-Davies believed that this government quar-

construction on the site is Tehran’s last Pahlavi

copyright © 2005 Deyan Sudjic). Reprinted with

ter would give Tehran an alternative center to

mayor, Gholam Reza Nikpay. He wears a long

the kind permission of Penguin Books, Lon-

the bazaar, miles to the south, creating a two-

black robe, embroidered in gold braid around

don. See our Bookclub review of The Edifice

center city — like London, divided between its

the collar and cuffs, decked in medals, like a

Complex on page 79.

in the 16th century.
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AN ENVIRONMENT BUILT
By Tim Simonds

What does the obsession for a
perfect diet have in common with
luxury New York real estate and the race
upward for the perfect view? A lot more
than you’d think.
Analemma Tower , a conceptual

proposal for the world’s tallest building
ever by artist Ostap Rudakevych and

Clouds Architecture Office. Prefabricated
units are hoisted to the upper limits
of the troposphere: “Humanity
meets nature in a tautology”

© Ostap Rudakevych/Clouds AO

ESSAY

We are all orthorexics. Everyone has

ited to absorbing nutrients, but whole alimen-

Erect on the terrestrial plain

his or her own ortho : a metal grill aligning the

tary ideologies as well. In 2013, alongside a

of all things knowable …

teeth, a wedge in an insole, a tradition to con-

flood of food blogs like Naturally Ella and Skin-

form to, an x and y at a right angle. Through the

nytaste, Jordan Younger started her website

At the opening of this origin myth, one

orthodontic, orthopedic, orthodox, and orthog-

The Blonde Vegan. Younger popularized a

man, certainly male, stands upright with his

onal, our flesh, spirit, and mind seek order and

“healthy” identity that grew from posting on Ins-

feet firmly planted on the ground and his body

control. Literally, orthorexia means an appe-

tagram — “Avocado arugula soup! #yum #veg-

shooting up to cross the horizon line. This fig-

tite for something right or correct. It comes

anfoodporn” — to offering “The Blonde Vegan

ure is so aroused by the line that bisects him

from the Greek orthos (“right” or “straight”) and

5-Day Cleanse Program,” “Health is the New

at his crotch that he becomes the origin for all

orexia (“appetite” or “desire”). However, as a

Black” T-shirts, and a smartphone wellness

grids; a new origin of all space around, tamed

term first coined by alternative-medicine phy-

app, along with endorsing products like Vega

by his intellect and vision. For Le Corbusier,

sician Steven Bratman, orthorexia has noth-

One. Yet, little more than a year after launch-

culture and nature meet in a right angle that

ing to do with braces, spongy shoes, Jewish

ing, in a blog post entitled “Why I’m Transition-

grants human agency. In this “pact of solidarity

side curls, or plumb bobs. In 1997, Bratman

ing Away from Veganism,” Younger explained

/ with nature,” the human promises to clear “the

used “orthorexia nervosa” to diagnose patients

that her branded health had developed into an

path of thorns,” and to construct his own coordi-

who were obsessed with reaching “the perfect

eating disorder and driven her to malnourish-

nates of purity; in other words, to build the idea

state of health” through food. Unlike anorexia,

ment (her website is now called The Balanced

of an environment where ordering nature is not

orthorexia is driven by quality rather than quan-

Blonde). The post sparked a thread of aggres-

only a path toward human purity, but also our

tity. That said, the idea of orthorexia can spark

sive comments filled with condemnations of

custodial responsibility. Be it for the raw foodist

a conversation not only about an addictive

her changed position, and manifesto-length

or Le Corbusier’s modern man, the orthorexic

behavior with food but also an addictive behav-

defenses of the ethical values of veganism.

solidarity with the environment depends on cor-

ior with space.

Among other “healing diets” — like mac-

rectly rebuilding it. As Le Corbusier introduces

Parroting the skyscraper race in the

robiotics and the Zone diet — that Bratman

architecture to his creation tale, he describes

1930s, when the Empire State Building trumped

identifies as possible precursors to orthorexia

each concrete floor slab as a duplication of the

the Chrysler as the tallest in the world, the new-

in his book Health Food Junkies (2000), raw

horizon line. As an extreme orthorexic, and

est additions to the New York City skyline —

foodism takes on an especially mythological

no less anthropocentrist, Le Corbusier sets

432 Park Avenue, One57, and 56 Leonard,

tone. In what would become a founding text

up a mirror to what we might more casually

amongst them — no longer stretch an arm up,

of the natural foods movement, Jethro Kloss’s

call the built environment. And accordingly, in

but cast an eye out. These are not corporate

Back to Eden (1939) states: “Since Eve first

this environment-as-it-is-built, we still hang off

spectacles of height, but stacked up domiciles

surrendered to appetite, man has been grow-

the myth of a plumb bob and relax in a bubble

with an insatiable appetite for privately-owned

ing more and more self-indulgent.” In this turn

floating in the middle of a tube of yellow fluid.

views. This appeal of owning a horizon-line

back to Eden, the origin of all sin — with knowl-

Here, humanity meets nature in a tautology:

view is nothing other than a desire for owned

edge, ownership, desire, and jealousy in tow —

one builds a level earth, and then uses a level

space to emulate the attitude of the horizon:

lies in a sin with food. The garden is barred off,

while standing on it.

a clearly defined perimeter, and an endlessly

and entices in its unattainable purity; and so the

Resting on a horizon that is both pure

escaping limit that gives the terrain endless

raw foodist repents, seeking to correct human-

and endlessly receding, the myth of Modern-

potential. To think about orthorexia as both a

ity’s first wrong and meet the endlessly reced-

ism and diets that set a path towards orthorexia

view of food and of property places its drive

ing purity of nature in his or her own personal

offer similar ways of measuring not only a spa-

towards order and rightness amidst an ethical

horizon. In its extreme, raw foodism is moti-

tial relation to nature, but also its apparent

debate on humanity’s spatial relation to its envi-

vated by the purity of an individual, the envi-

moral goodness. The “self-proclaimed ‘objec-

ronment. Both the obsessive relation to healthy

ronment, and the food that connects the two.

tive truth-seekers’” who authored Nature’s First

eating and the realty of the horizon illustrate

In other words, if person and nature were con-

Law: The Raw-Food Diet (Stephen Arlin et al.,

the correctness of an individual in a mythol-

nected in a drawing, food would act both as the

1998) speak of the human body as a machine

ogy of their surroundings, and make the sta-

vertex that pulls them together and the van-

fed on raw materials, and distinguish this “true

bility of those surroundings appear as the vir-

ishing point, the impossible projection, of their

body” from a “mutant ‘false body.’” Similarly,

tuousness of a responsible lifestyle. Together

ideal purity.

30 years before Le poème de l’angle droit,

they turn the “environment” into an abstraction,

Le Corbusier, in his Le poème de l’angle

and show that terms like “wholeness” mistake

droit (1955) (as translated by Kenneth Hylton)

Right Angle” (published in L’Esprit nouveau in

the selfless care of an environment for the self-

similarly joins man and nature in two intersect-

1923), a manifesto of sorts on the “orthogonal

centered care of an individual.

ing lines. Rejoicing, he writes,

spirit,” insisting that “only one right angle,” as a

Jeanneret and Amédée Ozenfant wrote “The

AN ENVIRONMENT BUILT

The universe of our eyes rests

“symbol of perfection” and the “origin of human

If one has a choice in what one eats,

upon a plain edged with horizon

activity,” will cure a

food seems a perfect medium to exercise one’s

… I am standing straight!

society deluded by

morals as an expressive lifestyle. Supposing

since you are erect

the oblique’s “expres-

“you are what you eat,” ingestion is not lim-

you are also fit for action.

sive dynamism of
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Jordan Younger’s book Breaking Vegan
(Fair Winds, 2015), describing the
author’s experience with extreme dieting:
“The orthorexic reorders the messy
surrounding world from the inside out,
with a vanishing point of purity”

ESSAY

instability” and “unresolved anxiety of spirits.”

city’s margins, and in

Pinned against the oblique, the orthogonal

the majestic sites of

spirit disguises its bias with its own definition

tourist traps. Roam-

of purity. And by the same tenor, orthorexia ner-

ing the streets, this

vosa “disguises itself as a virtue,” as Bratman

imaginary line is so scarce that, if we were to

explains. Anorexics “may know they are harm-

take seriously the remark by the German phe-

“For Le Corbusier, culture and nature
meet in a right angle that grants
human agency” © Fondation
Le Corbusierxs/ADAGP

ing themselves, but orthorexics feel nothing but

nomenologist O.F. Bollnow in his 1963 book

pride at taking care of their health in the best

Human Space that “the horizon...belongs...

possible way.” Following a guide of quality liv-

inseparably to man,” we would find ourselves

ing, orthorexia excuses itself from its own bias,

less than human. On the other hand, in new

and hears any criticism as perplexingly misled.

luxury high-rises, grandiose views replace as

Orthorexia as a “self-imposed deprivation,” as

many walls as possible. Along the midriff of

Bratman insists, “usually looks perfectly sensi-

each apartment is a horizon for its tenant to

ble from within.”

privately own. It is no surprise that, rising above

From a place of inner sense, orthorexics

Midtown’s other pinnacles of wealth, 432 Park

rebuild their surroundings as controlled terrains

Avenue, with its lux-superiority and unimpeded

of righteousness. As she describes in her mem-

horizon-line views, has been dubbed the mid-

oir Breaking Vegan (2015), Younger restricted

dle finger of Manhattan.

her diet as a way to “control any challenges

But to what degree can a horizon line

that came [her] way...” Furthermore, Younger

be owned? And if it can be, how is it sold? As

explains that her vegan diet and “passion for

the renderings of 432 Park suggest, one can

health” acted as a mode of self-expression

breakfast with the horizon, bathe with it, or go

between herself and those around her. Echoing

to bed with it. Yet from the penthouse of 432

the Corbusian figure that rebuilds its orthogo-

Park, at a height of 1,396 feet, the relation to

the “iron self-discipline” and “self-condemna-

nal relation with the horizon line in each suc-

the horizon is not as digestible as Le Corbus-

tion for lapses, [and] self-praise for success,”

cessive concrete floor-slab, the orthorexic reor-

ier might have liked it to be. In an expansive

the orthorexic often feels a “conceited superior-

ders the messy surrounding world from the

view like this, one gets lost. As Warren Estis —

ity over anyone who indulges in impure dietary

inside out, with a vanishing point of purity. This

who lives in the 86th-floor penthouse in Trump

habits.” A feeling of “pride-worthy willpower,”

mythic setting reflects a control one can identify

World Tower — said earlier this year when

as Younger calls it, is a source of identity and

with, and a correctness one feels responsible

interviewed by The New York Times , trying to

a source of dignity, justified by a hallucination

for. Identifying with a terrain of righteousness

mask any hint of jealousy towards the residents

of ethically-driven control. Surrounded by the

that one has personally built, any judgment of

of 432 Park who now split his view, “At a cer-

environmental maladies of the meat industry,

rightness promises a perspective that only illu-

tain point, you’re too high... Up there you lose

deforestation, monoculture, and a myriad of

sively escapes its subjective body.

the effect. You have to walk to the window to

pollutants, a corrective diet that reaches for

In a “love affair with veganism,” or with

look down.” Accordingly, luxury condominiums

purity reframes one’s relation to the world as

other healing diets, as Bratman notes, one

have found ways to give their residents a feel-

benevolent. Through one’s own self-restraint,

may become “addicted to a feeling of physi-

ing of control over these views. With the shift

one feels personally responsible for the salva-

cal lightness” — the desire to transcend one’s

away from the dictum “location, location, loca-

tion of the environment. And on this self-sacri-

own body, social relationships, and physical

tion,” real-estate language now itemizes views

ficial path, one’s role is virtuously indomitable

context. Like an “angel of light,” the orthorexic

— “You can have park and river, or river, bridge,

as the redeemer of all others’ impurities.

wants to float “free from the weightiness of life

and bay.” And furthermore, to the credit of 432

From the lobby of 432 Park, one enters

on earth,” and in a malnourished high of supe-

Park, marble-framed windows have replaced

the residential elevator, taps a key, and is

rior grace, see his or her place in the world as if

floor to ceiling glass, parsing one’s view into

brought directly home. At home one has a per-

objectively, from above. In this angelic venture

100-square-foot color-field canvases that can

sonalized view; and unable to see the neigh-

up, one might imagine seeing not only the hori-

be bought and sold. Driving this desire to live

bors above or below with views that would

zon, but also the whole earth, the relationships

higher and higher up is the marketing of one’s

approximate to one’s own, that view seems

between its parts, its ecology, and its history of

relation to an environment that is an abstrac-

ever more inimitable, as if emanating from a

faults that have pushed us further and further

tion. As an abstraction it can be at once a pos-

free-floating dot in the middle of the sky. 432

away from the purity of a turn “back to Eden.”

sessable object and virtuously pure.

Park is a stack of Janus heads, each with eyes

The “blessing” of privately owning a

too farsighted to sense a chin above or nose

For city-dwellers, a view of the hori-

horizon line apes the mindset of the orthorexic

below. By comparison, One57 stands as a set

zon is a rarity. We find

in his or her control of a worldview. Both are

of interlaced towers; so, from a living room fac-

glimpses upon hills

abstractions and both create terrains of righ-

ing Central Park or a bathroom facing Midtown,

of gridded streets, on

teousness that celebrate their beholder as eth-

one can look to the left or right and see a neigh-

promenades along the

ically pure. Bratman explains that along with

bor’s window. Compared to 432 Park, One57

LIVING WITH HORIZON-LINE VIEWS
Visible horizon obstruction studies,
looking south from ascending floors of
the 432 Park Avenue development: “One
can breakfast with the horizon, bathe
with it, go to bed with it” © Ostap
Rudakevych/Clouds AO
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A painting from Le Corbusier’s

Le poème de l’angle droit (1955):

ESSAY

as one whole object.

fails to sell its horizons. Sights of neighbors

that a penthouse resident of the Burj Khalifa,

and other residential towers are not just pes-

the world’s tallest skyscraper, can experience

In 1966, NASA released the first pho-

tering breaks in a horizon-line, but the imped-

one sunset on the ground and then a second

tograph of the Earth as a whole object. In the

iment to entering into a private relationship

by taking the elevator directly up to their home,

context of the 1960s, this gesture of turning

with it — to domesticate it and identify with its

it seems obvious that a feeling of control with

our eyes back on Earth influenced two oppos-

abstract purity. In the silence of a home stabi-

respect to the environment is packaged into

ing mindsets with regard to humanity’s rela-

lized by oscillation dampers, barred by keyed

the private ownership of a domestic worldview.

tion to nature. On the one hand, the image

elevators, and insulated by high-performance

Pure, abstract, and ordered, the extension of

of Earth as an object became an icon for the

windows, the orthogonal horizon etches itself

domesticity into the horizon quiets one’s feel-

environmentalist movement. The Earth looked

along the glass, drawing not only a foundation

ings of responsibility towards the surrounding

finite and expendable. With the help of Stew-

for the sky, but a mighty lid pressed over the

world. With the purchase of a worldview, one

art Brand’s multi-volume Whole Earth Catalog

din of the Earth. Alone, one feels boundless

blinds oneself to one’s own narcissism, and

which began to appear in 1968, and the first

pride for having calmed the world by welcom-

appoints oneself as benevolent overseer.

Earth Day in 1970, this image became a tool

ing it into one’s home.

WHOLENESS

to raise the consciousness of a worldview in

Let’s look at the relation between lux-

Whether from a sidewalk on Fifth Ave-

which “humanity was destined to destroy the

ury condominium real estate and horizon-line

nue or in traffic on the Verrazano-Narrows

Earth and itself unless it mended its ecolog-

views another way. If there were no surround-

Bridge, one can imagine with a flicker of the fin-

ically unsustainable ways,” as William Bry-

ing obstructions at ground level, one could spin

gers the windows of 432 Park repeating them-

ant notes in his 1995 essay, “The Re-Vision

around and see a horizon line about 18 miles

selves relentlessly, continuing up until they dis-

of Planet Earth.” On the other hand, looking

around, equivalent to about 0.07 percent of

appear beyond the atmosphere. 35,000 feet

back on Earth symbolized a frontier spirit, with

the Earth’s circumference; in 432 Park’s pent-

up in this fantastical annex, the visible hori-

its own colonial aroma. The image was “com-

house, however, with one’s nose pressed to

zon starts to curve. From 250 miles above the

pelling evidence that ‘man’ was destined for-

the glass, one can scan over a horizon that

surface, that curve bends into a tight arc. If

ever to explore and conquer nature,” accord-

spans 0.53 percent of the Earth’s circumfer-

the real-estate prices of 432 Park were in fact

ing to Bryant, and it was precisely the adoption

ence; and stepping back to the middle of this

correlated to the length of this arc, a half-floor

of this dual image that dampened and distorted

ing corporations could capitalize on a “green”

full-floor apartment, one can turn all around to

apartment with views at this elevation would

the initial intentions of the environmentalist

consciousness. With the creation of corporate

IN THE “SKY OF AN I”

viduality, one finds comfort and a pat on the

see a horizon-line that stretches to just over

cost about 1.4 billion dollars (a bargain con-

movement. As Bryant explains, by Earth Day

identity, products became more relatable, each

In a reverse camouflage, the homeowner

back for solipsistic wholeness. One measures

one percent of the Earth’s circumference. This

sidering the 3-billion-dollar yearly maintenance

1990, the image of whole Earth had become an

only a part of a nexus of many swimming bits

and the orthorexic find their place. Through

one’s own virtue by one’s connection to a hori-

palatable slice of the Earth’s magnitude hangs

bill that the U.S. alone pays for the International

abstracted “veneer” of green and blue.

that make up a lifestyle to identify with. Bryant

wholeness, orthorexia and high-rise real estate

zon of purity one has perceptively built. As

there like wallpaper, a part-world object that

Space Station). And at a certain point, as one

The idea of “wholeness” suggests the

makes it wonderfully clear, explaining that on

idealize a relationship between humanity and

philosopher Cornelius Anthonie Van Peursen

has been apportioned

moves farther and farther up, farther and far-

sense of something both untouched and indis-

Earth Day 1990, “consumer capitalism moved

the environment that praises the individual and

explains in his essay “The Horizon” (published

by private ownership.

ther out, this curve snaps in on itself. The hori-

putably perfected. It promises the complete

in to colonize new territory, build a ‘green’ mar-

its control. By controlling this worldview, one

in the 1977 anthology Husserl: Expositions

When one considers

zon becomes its circle, encapsulating the Earth

entity of a person, balancing mind, body, and

ketplace, and so inoculate itself against the dis-

sees in one’s surroundings a reflection of one-

and Appraisals ), a horizon “is the translation

spirit. To that entity it fuses nutrition. And, to

ease of anti-consumption… [T]he ecologically

self that appears selfless. Furthermore, pos-

of man into the world” because it “accompanies

that already agglutinated identity-sustenance,

conscious individual was converted into the

ing this selflessness as a pride-worthy part of

man like his shadow” — it is an image that is

it adds an image of earth. In wholeness, individ-

‘green consumer,’ who did not have to prac-

one’s identity, this worldview effaces concern

defined and personally attached, while at the

ual = food = environment. Furthermore, being

tice environmentalism so much as perform it

for what is beyond one’s immediate control and

same time outside of the self and moving. But

untouched, this worldview removes any human-

through ‘lifestyle’ choices pivoting on the pur-

puts in its place an unbreakable tie between

to borrow a term from Madeline Gins’s 1994

tainted bias from the equation. Following a

chase of ‘Earth-friendly’ products.”

responsibility and capital. In other words, the

book Helen Keller or Arakawa , in a “sky of an

Roman diety Janus, who looks to both the
future and the past: “A building like a
stack of Janus heads too farsighted to
sense a chin above or nose below”
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Color field window frames on the 82nd
floor of 432 Park Avenue: “A palatable
slice of the Earth’s magnitude hangs
there like wallpaper” © Tim Simonds

rative goes, advertis-

ing that conflates the insides and outsides of

environment that one owns, controls and takes

ing became branding,

life and style, individual and environment, you

responsibility for. In short, in wholeness is the

and through brand-

care for a world around you that is the exten-

general hollowness of selfless care.

sion of a portrait of yourself.

In the search to disperse one’s indi-

century of industrial-scaled food manufactur-

With the Earth in the market, whole

enticing view of caring for a larger whole is

I” there is no horizon. There are no shadows;

ing and a wealth of adulterated-food fraud, the

Earth could be sold with whole food as one

indistinguishable from its opposite: environ-

there is no ownership; there is no responsibil-

flexibility of the term “wholeness” seems like a

apparently virtuous lifestyle of whole health.

ment becomes private property, care becomes

ity; there is no tie between I-food-world-and-

remedy. The term’s flux lets the impurity of the

What better and more convenient way to feel

responsibility.

eye. There are only transitions.

environment be the impurity of a society; in the

like one has cared for the environment than to

Wholeness turns a signature quote of

words of Ann Wigmore, as quoted in Nature’s

do something within one’s own control? Recy-

the environmentalist movement on its head.

First Law, “Where green life has been effec-

cle, plant a tree, buy an organic apple, unplug

A purported 1855 letter from Chief Seattle of

tively extinguished, in inner-city ghettos and

your iPhone charger, and, in an act even more

the Duwamish tribe to President Pierce con-

prisons, mental illness and violence are com-

oddly associated with wholeness, care for your

tains this rebuke to the U.S. government’s

Tim Simonds is an artist based in New York.

monplace.” And at the same time, as Nature’s

body by expending energy at the gym. A juice

forceful purchase of land: “If we do not own

He holds an M.A. in Performance Studies from

First Law also emphasizes, this sense of whole-

detox with a brand like Rawvolution, Urban

the freshness of the air or the sparkle on the

Brown University. Simonds teaches between

ness hands the control of the environment over

Remedy, or Moon Juice speaks not only to the

water, how can you buy them from us?” Under

architecture, humanities, and sculpture at Pratt

to the individual: “The Raw-Food Diet…trans-

rejuvenation of a digestive system but a gen-

capitalism, we are all orthorexics, needing to

Institute and has shared his writing at Brown

forms the planet by transforming you.”

eral cleanse, from the rot of poor social condi-

order our surroundings, demarcate the limits of

University, Princeton University, and the École

Through wholeness, humanity’s relation

tions to the guilt of colonizing celestial bodies.

property, and feed its potential growth, in order

polytechnique fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL),

to nature drifts to the private sector. As the nar-

Your purity is Earth’s purity. In an era of brand-

to feel responsible for it: one is whole with an

Switzerland.
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